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Message from the Chairman
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Make a difference in everyday lives by redesigning habits 

In the 130 years since its founding, Lion has continued to look closely at consumers’ 

lifestyles and contributed to better lives by promoting better living habits. Tooth brushing 

habits, which are essential to our everyday lives, are known to not only contribute to oral 

health but also play a major part in maintaining the overall health of the body. In addition, 

with the spread of COVID-19 in recent years, the importance of hand washing has once 

again come to the fore.

At Lion we have also been promoting environmentally friendly habits as a response to 

increasingly serious social issues such as climate change and marine plastic pollution. 

One-rinse laundry cycles, for example, which many people now use, help to save water and 

electricity. The use of refill laundry detergents and other products are an important habit 

that contributes to reduced plastic usage and promotes recycling. Going forward, we will 

continue working to establish these habits overseas, as well as in Japan.

In addition to promoting a healthy body and mind, we believe that habits such as the ones 

above can play an important part in helping to achieve a sustainable society. Accordingly, 

we have defined our purpose as “Make a difference in everyday lives by redesigning habits: 

ReDesign.” We have also formulated a new set of beliefs to promote understanding of our 

purpose among employees and to provide them with guidelines to act and make decisions 

independently. These five beliefs describe the ideal path for Lion to follow.

At Lion, we will take full advantage of our unique approach to addressing society’s 

issues through product development, services and the creation of new habits, while placing 

the highest priority on customer satisfaction. To ensure that we become a highly trusted 

company that exceeds the expectations of its stakeholders—be it our shareholders, 

customers, business partners, communities or employees—we will work to further enhance 

our corporate value.

And, to ensure that we continue to exceed expectations and maintain this high level of 

trust, with the Board of Directors leading the way, we will promote corporate governance 

through active, open dialogue with our external directors who come from wide-ranging 

backgrounds.
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When Lion was founded in the late 1800s, tooth brushing was not yet widely practiced in Japan, and 96% of 

children had cavities. Based on Lion’s founder Tomijiro Kobayashi’s feeling that the situation presented a real 

crisis with regard to the nation’s future, Lion began developing and marketing oral care products and carrying out 

educational activities.

In addition to providing products that address the nation’s increasingly diverse oral health problems, we have 

engaged in activities to establish tooth brushing habits throughout society. In doing so, we have contributed to 

better oral health and the expansion and vitalization of the toothpaste market. 

Following a series of large-scale outbreaks of E. coli in 1996, infections through food poisoning 

came to be seen as a social problem in Japan. Fostering good hand washing habits to protect 

children from viruses and bacteria thus took on new urgency, and Lion responded the following 

year by launching KireiKirei. In addition to releasing products in line with the needs of the times, 

including solutions to address global pandemics, Lion has focused on educational activities to 

teach the importance of hand washing at schools and in homes. In doing so, we have enhanced 

awareness of the importance of hygiene, and expanded and vitalized the hand soap market. 

Lion has used cutting-edge technology to enhance its lineup of products with lower environmental 

impact, be it products with lower CO2 emissions or reduced plastic and water use. We have also 

contributed to a more sustainable global environment and achieved business growth by proposing more 

environmentally friendly habits among consumers.

Social and 
lifestyle issues

Lion’s response

Establishing Tooth Brushing Habits Promoting Hand Washing Habits

Promoting Environmentally Friendly Habits
Children being taught correct 
flossing techniques at the Oral 
Health Event of Tooth Brushing 
for Children

Lion established the Lion Foundation 
for Dental Health (Promoting oral 
care through this organization)

One-rinse laundry cycles to 
save water and electricity 

Children being taught correct tooth brushing 
techniques at the Oral Health Event of Tooth 
Brushing for Children

Teaching correct 
hand washing 
techniques 

Product refills

Lion F Cream 

KireiKirei medicated hand soaps

Cavity 
prevention 

Products for increasingly diverse 
oral health problems

Dentor Lion toothpasteCLINICA Advantage 
series

Dentor Systema Lion
series

White Lion toothpaste

Establishing hand 
washing habits

Establishing environmentally 
friendly habits 

Social value: 
Improved awareness of the importance of hygiene 

Social value: 
Contribution to a sustainable global environment 

Economic value: 
Expansion and vitalization of the hand soap market

Economic value: 
Creation of new business opportunities 

Establishing tooth 
brushing habits

Social value: 
Improved oral health 

Economic value: 
Expansion and vitalization of the toothpaste market

Our Purpose Vision & Strategy Corporate Governance Performance/DataContents

Lion’s origins lie in soap and toothpaste. The concept of “Fulfilling a Spirit of Love” has been fundamental to our management 
since our founding, and we have sought to encourage consumers to enjoy healthy living through the provision of superior products 
while engaging in communication and educational activities aimed at promoting better living habits. We recognized long ago that 
global environmental protection is an issue that the whole world shares and have continuously worked to develop and propose 
environmentally friendly products and habits. In addressing social and lifestyle issues through better living habits, we aim to 
contribute to consumers’ everyday lives and in turn achieve sustainable business growth.

Creating Habits and Achieving Business Growth

Lion’s founder
Tomijiro Kobayashi

Make a difference in everyday lives by redesigning habits

Accumulated 
strengths and 

capital

Lion’s strengths

A sincere commitment 
to manufacturing 

Creation of better 
living habits

Consumer research and 
technological development 

capabilities

Products that are widely 
used by customers

Trust of suppliers

Stable supply chains

Diverse human resources 

Stable financial base

Net Sales
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Stable supply chains

Page 41

Trust of suppliers

Diverse human 
resources

Consumer 
research and technological 
development capabilities 

Page 38

Stable financial base

Page 28

Products that are 
widely used by 

customers

Strengths and capital 

Our Purpose

1.  Calculated as the sum of core operating 
income and depreciation and amortization 
(excluding that of right-of-use assets)

2.  Calculated by subtracting selling, general and 
administrative expenses from gross profit

3.  Calculated as net operating profit after tax 
(NOPAT) divided by the average invested 
capital (total equity plus interest bearing 
liabilities) during the period

Vision for 2030

Lion’s 
strengths 

A sincere 
commitment to 
manufacturing

Creation of better 
living habits

Page 44

Diversifying 
values

Aging 
population 

Environmental 
problems

Infectious 
disease risk

Digital 
transformation

Changes in society

Page 25
Accelerate growth in four fields of 
value creation 
Areas where we will further develop and evolve better 
living habits as part of healthcare initiatives unique to Lion

Page 31
Transform our business 
foundations for growth
Create a business foundation that promotes growth 
by continuing to make and strengthen strategic 
investments

Page 31
Generate dynamism to realize 
innovative change
Achieve sustainable growth by improving employee 
engagement

Becoming an 
advanced daily 

healthcare company

Reinforce initiatives 
to address the 

Sustainability Material 
Issues

Our three growth strategies

Vision 2030
Growth Strategies

Enhancing our market, 
economic and social presence

Net sales of approx.

¥600 billion

(Share of net sales from the Overseas 
Business: Approx. 50%)

EBITDA*1 ¥80 billion 

Core operating income*2

Approx. ¥50 billion

ROIC*3 8–12%

ROE 10–14%

Sustainable 
society

•  Enhance consumer QOL

•  Contribute to the 
realization of a 
decarbonized, resource-
circulating society

Envisioned Financial 
Performance in 2030

Oral Health

Supporting physical and mental health 
starting with the mouth 

Eat comfortably, talk, 
smile and be yourself  

Smart Housework

Creating housework habits suited to 
each individual

Achieving a good 
rhythm in life through 
housework optimized 
to meet your needs

Infection Control

Supporting hygiene going forward 

Protecting people’s 
daily lives from the 
hidden risk of infection 

Well-Being

Supporting a cycle of health and happiness

Feeling happiness at 
the little things that 
happen in daily life 

BUSINESS 
ACTIVITIES

Creating habits to solve 
social and lifestyle issues 

OUTPUT

Establishing better habits OUTCOME

A higher level of corporate governance Page 56

Capital reinvestment and distribution 

Products and 
services to create 
new habits 

Economic
value

Social
value

Lion positions its purpose, “Make a difference in everyday lives by redesigning habits: ReDesign,” at the core of management. 
To achieve the management vision, “Becoming an advanced daily healthcare company,” we will synergistically reinforce 
initiatives to address the Sustainability Material Issues and advance growth strategies under the Vision2030 long-term strategic 
framework. We will also accelerate growth, primarily in four fields of value creation. In doing so, we will create social and 
economic value as well as continue to increase our corporate value.

Value Creation Process

Our Purpose Vision & Strategy Corporate Governance Performance/DataContents

Make a difference in everyday lives by redesigning habits 
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Overseas Business Net sales by region

Location: Johor Bahru

Southern Lion Sdn. Bhd.

Location: Seoul

Lion Corporation (Korea)

Location: Singapore

Lion Corporation (Singapore) Pte Ltd.

Location: Bangkok

Lion Corporation (Thailand) Ltd.

Location: Qingdao

Lion Daily Necessities Chemicals 
(Qingdao) Co., Ltd.

Location: East Jakarta

(Equity method subsidiary)

PT. Lion Wings

Location: Hong Kong

Lion Corporation 
(Hong Kong) Ltd.

Location: New Taipei

Lion Home Products (Taiwan)
Co., Ltd.

Lion operates businesses in Southeast 
Asia and Northeast Asia, providing 
products useful for daily living regardless 
of culture or language.

Net Sales and Core Operating Income by Segment 

Lion at a Glance

Our Industrial Products Business comprises the Chemical Products Business, which 
handles surfactants, electro-conductive carbon and other chemicals; the Detergents 
for Institutional Use Business, which sells detergents and hand soaps for hotels and 
restaurant kitchens; and Other Business. 

In Japan, our subsidiaries are 
mainly engaged in operations 
related to Group businesses. 
The main products and services 
of this business include 
construction contracting, real 
estate management, transport and 
storage, and temporary staffing.

Industrial Products Business Other Business

Chemical Products

Detergents for Institutional Use

Dishwasher detergents Alcohol sanitizers Hand soaps Vegetable-washing 
detergents

Care Chemicals

Net Sales by Region

Consumer Products Business

Fabric Care Products

Pharmaceutical Products

Living Care Products

Other

Laundry detergents, fabric softeners, laundry bleaches, etc. 

Antipyretic analgesics, eye drops, dermatologic medicines, etc.

Dishwashing detergents, household cleaners, food 
preparation products, etc.

Foods with function claims, gifts, pet supplies, etc.

Oral Care Products

Toothpastes, toothbrushes, dental rinses, etc.

Beauty Care Products

Hand soaps, body soaps, antiperspirants and deodorants, etc.

Mobility
•  Rubber processing agents
• Rubber additive agents

•  Electro-conductive carbon
•  Pressure-sensitive adhesives

Electronics
• Concrete admixtures

Eco Chemicals
•  Surfactants
•  Cosmetics ingredients

Net Sales

¥366.2
billion Consumer 

Products 
Business

62.6%

Overseas 
Business

27.0%

Other Business

0.9%
Industrial Products 
Business

9.5%

Consumer 
Products 
Business

63.8%

Overseas 
Business

20.1%

Other Business

7.2%
Industrial Products 
Business

8.9%
Core

Operating
Income

¥30.9
billion

Note: Segment sales figures are external sales, net of intersegment sales and adjustments.

In Japan, our Consumer Products Business offers a wide range of 
products and services for total care, from prevention of issues to 
maintenance and ease-of-use, including toothpastes, hand soaps, 
laundry detergents and over-the-counter (OTC) pharmaceuticals. 

Northeast Asia

¥40.45 billion

Southeast Asia

¥68.79 billion

Overseas
Net Sales

¥109.2
billion

Our Purpose Vision & Strategy Corporate Governance Performance/DataContents
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¥366.2 billion   Up 3.1% year on year

Reduction of CO2 Emissions throughout 
Business Activities*

Ratio of Women in Management Percentage of Employees Who Feel That Employees 
with Diverse Values Are Able to Succeed Professionally*

Participants in Activities to Promote Correct 
Hand Washing Habits*

Toothbrush Recycling Program
Number of Used Toothbrushes Collected*

Oral Healthcare Educational Activity:
Number of Participants in the Oral Health Event of 

Tooth Brushing for Children*

7%
in 2021

* Compared to 2017 levels; absolute quantity; all business locations

20%
in 2021

56%

* Result of the Employee Awareness and Behavior Survey

Approx. 36,700
* Cumulative, from 2012 through 2021

952,711
* During the period 2015 through 2021

Approx. 2.21million

* Cumulative, from 1932 through 2021

¥81.73   Down 20.5% year on year

¥30.9 billion   Down 14.0% year on year

¥24 Sixth consecutive fiscal year of 
dividend growth
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Lion implemented energy-saving activities and purchase of 
electricity from renewable energy sources throughout the 
Company, including production, administration, sales and 
R&D divisions, in order to realize a decarbonized society, 
as set forth in the LION Eco Challenge 2050, a set of long-
term environmental objectives.

With the aim of expanding creative business activities by 
utilizing diverse human resources, we are actively working 
to create a corporate culture where women can participate 
fully and advance professionally. Our Group target for the 
ratio of women in management is at least 30% by 2030.

Lion aims to enable employees with diverse values and 
ideas to fully express their individuality and abilities and 
succeed professionally.

To enhance consumers’ cleanliness and comfort in 
everyday living, Lion carries out activities to promote 
correct hand washing habits with the KireiKirei brand.

To achieve a resource-circulating society as stated in LION 
Eco Challenge 2050, since 2015 Lion has been cooperating 
with TerraCycle LLC in the collection and recycling of used 
toothbrushes for reuse in new plastic products.

With the aim of creating healthy living habits, Lion has held 
this event to teach elementary school students correct 
tooth brushing habits 78 times.

ROE 9.8%
Down 3.8 percentage points 
year on year

ROIC 8.8%
Down 1.9 percentage points 
year on year ¥21.8 billion

Down 54.0% 
year on year

Capital expenditures:

¥14.2 billion
Up 21.5% 
year on year

Depreciation and 
amortization:

Net Sales Environment

Human Resources Human Resources

Health

Environment

Health

Basic Earnings per Share (EPS)

ROIC* and ROE

Core Operating Income,1 Ratio of Core Operating 
Income to Net Sales and EBITDA2

Capital Expenditures and Depreciation 
and Amortization

Cash Dividends per Share and Consolidated 
Payout Ratio

Note: Lion Group voluntarily adopted International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as of 2018, but figures presented for 2017 also conform to IFRS.

1.  Core operating income is an earnings indicator the Company uses to measure 
regular business performance. It is calculated by subtracting selling, general and 
administrative expenses from gross profit.

2.  EBITDA is an indicator of profitability on a cash-flow basis. It is the sum of core 
operating profit and depreciation and amortization (excluding right-of-use assets).

*  Calculated as net operating profit after tax (NOPAT) divided by average invested 
capital (total equity plus interest-bearing liabilities) during the period.

SDGs:

SDGs:

SDGs:

SDGs:

 Core operating income (left scale)   EBITDA (left scale) 
 Ratio of core operating income to net sales (right scale)

 Cash dividends per share (left scale)    Consolidated payout ratio (right scale)

 Capital expenditures    Depreciation and amortization ROE    ROIC

SDGs:

SDGs:

2030 
Sustainability 

Material 
Issues 1

2030 
Sustainability 

Material 
Issues 2

2030 
Sustainability 

Material 
Issues 1

2030 
Sustainability 

Material 
Issues 2

2030 
Sustainability 

Material 
Issues 3

2030 
Sustainability 

Material 
Issues 3

Financial Highlights Non-Financial Highlights

Financial and Non-Financial Highlights
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